
 

 

 
 

INTRODUCTION HIGH DUTY ROTARY VALVE H-AR 400 
 
High duty rotary valves are employed in the conveying and dosing 
of almost any kind of product in the most demanding applications. 
These valves are eminently suitable for handling powdered and 
granulated materials in pneumatic conveying systems and under 
atmospheric conditions.  
 
 
The H-AR type valve is basically suitable for almost any 
application you can think of. The valve functions mainly as an air- 
or explosion barrier or for dosing/discharging of a wide variety of 
materials. Type H-AR-1 valves can be employed as a protective 
system up to 10 Bar when handling dust explosion hazardous 
materials (dust ST1 Class) 
 
 
The valve is also very suitable for dosing in a pneumatic 
conveying system when used in combination with a ventury or 
blow-trough adapter.  H-AR valves create a high filling efficiency 
and capacity due to their very effective inlet shape. 

 
Until recently we had a range of Rotary valves in the H-AR range from 150 mm inlet diameter up to 500 mm inlet diameter with 
capacities varying from 2,5 l/Rev up to 125 L/Rev.   Each next size was approx.  a doubling of the capacity which makes the gab 
between the H-AR350 with 58 L/rev and the H-AR 500 with 125L/rev rather big.  Therefore we decided to introduce the H-AR 400 
with a capacity of 85 L/rev. 
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Specific features: 
 
 
 
 

- Type H-AR rotary valve ATEX 95 certified 
- Inside zone 20, outside zone 1 and 21 
- Inside zone 20, II 1D 

Outside Zone 21, II 2D, one 2, II 3G and Zone 22, II 3D 
- Protective system /Dustdim ST2, with KST value <199 

Bar/m2 sec. 
- Explosion- and flame proof up to 10 bar 
- Flange size : DN400 
- Rotor volume: 85 ltr. / rev 
- Max. operating pressure differential: 1,5 bar 
- Standard design temperature : 120 degr.C 
- High filling efficiency created by effective inlet shape 
- Close running tolerances due to adjustable and replaceable 

rotor blades 
- Minimal air leakage 
- Direct- or chain drive 
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Dimensions: 
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Valve executions: 
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Rotor bearing arrangement:  
- Outboard, dust-tight ball bearing "Sealed for Life"  
- Heat resistant slide bearings, for temperatures up to 400 
degr. C  
 
Shaft sealings:  
- Gland packing, standard  
- Gland packing, sanitary standards  
- Gland packing, suitable for temperatures up to 400 degr. C  
- Shaft sealing with wear bush (Garlock)  
- Air purge seals in various executions  
-  
 
Drive units:  
- Geared drive unit, with chain drive in an enclosed guard  
- Geared drive unit, directly connected with in line coupling  
- Geared drive unit, directly connected with hollow shaft  
 
Available executions:  
- Body and end covers  
- Cast iron GG25, stress relieved  
- Cast iron GG25, internally hard chrome plated  
- Cast iron GG25, chemically nickel plated  
- Cast iron GG25, internally PTFE coated  
- Cast iron GG25, internally Tungsten Carbide coated  
- Cast iron, internally Nitrated  
- Stainless steel AISI 315 / DIN 1.4408  
 

Rotors:  
- Steel S235JR  
- Steel S234JR, partial hard chrome plated shaft ends  
- Steel S235JR, Tungsten Carbide coated shaft ends  
- Steel S235JR, PTFE coated rotor blades  
- Stainless steel AISI 316 / DIN 1.4401  
 
Rotor blades:  
- Steel S235JR  
- Steel S235JR, hardenened  
- Stainless steel AISI 316 / DIN 1.4401  
- Resins (Vulkolan, Teflon, Viton etc.)  
- Hardox 400  
 
Valve options:  
- Corrosion- and abrasion resistant executions  
- Special shaft seal executions  
- Rotor in various special executions  
- Special flange drilling pattern  
- Heat resistant execution up to 400 degr. C  
- Pulsed air injection system  
- Venting facility on valve body  
- Sanitary execution for pharmaceutical- and food industry  
- Quick demountable valve in various executions  
- Wide range of ventury and conveying adapters  
- Wide range of inlet adapters and feed restrictors  
- Shear-pin safety and clutch coupling  
- Rotational speed transducers  
- Mobile valve execution  
- Custom-made designs  
 



 

 

For more information please contact: 
 
 
 
 
Peter Jungbacker 
 
T: 0031-252 345601 
E: p.jungbacker@tbma.com 
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